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SUBJ TAKEALL-- Comlist: Moscow Consolidated 2 Apr 92
Full Text Superzone of Message
1 GLOBAL
2 1 yeltsin address at international conference "strategy of reforms in food
industry, just opened in moscow. (250 text sent: tasse 0819; one min:
afrikaans 1700; brief: home 1100 enginter 1500/sent/ 1600 1700 1800 1900
2000 spanla 2200 2300 portbraz 2200 2300 spanish 2000 portuguese 2000
polish 1500 hungarian 1900)
3 2 summaries shevardnadze appeal to peoples of the world carried in world’s
major newspapers and bbc on plight of ppls of former soviet union. (3
min, sent: mayak 0320; 250 text: tasse 2016; one min; tv 1700; brief:
enginter 1100 1200 1300 1400 dari 1400 mand 1200)
4 3 "update": report on forthcoming russian dpties, quoting ryabov, speaker
of house of republics, denying rumors that parliament is at odds with
president yeltsin. (2 min, sent); summary sergey shakhray message to
yeltsin explaining reasons for his resignation (1.5 min, sent); boris
belitskiy on celebrations of upcoming cosmonauts day next week, noting
celebrations will be low-key this time, highlighting russia’s celebrations
for intl space year, and future of space program, mentioning that 24 point
program drawn up last year by gorbachev to observe intl space year remains
almost entirely on paper, stressing that despite this cis must not yet be
written off in space race, pointing out it operates only permanent space
station, and intl coop is still going on, pointing out present trend is
towards reducing number of launches through slashing military space
programs, and operations now run on basis of efficiency (5 min); viktor
yenikeyev on bush’s announcement of aid at center of media attention,
citing criticism that has been voiced, such as those of kissinger and an
unnamed japanese govt official quoted by afp, mentioning aid package has
its critics in russia too, however majority think that without western aid
russia could never achieve planned economic and democratic reforms (3.5
min); sergey sayenko on defense minister’s meeting in brussels on
developing coop in military sphere between east and west, noting problems
of disarm and conversion of defense industry have been discussed for first
time since end of cold war, stressing western observers believe that
nationalist sentiments and econ difficulties may provoke independent
states of cis into preserving their present nuclear status (3.5 min).
(enginter 1810)
5 4 "radio clip": incl review of latest developments in russian domestic
affairs, incl report on upcoming congress of former people’s deputies and
yeltsin denial at news conf of reports about imminent government
resignation (4 min); vadim solovyev outlining deliberations at recent nato
and former warsaw pact defense minister meeting in brussels, lauding
results and stressing significance of agmt to work for nuclear arms
control particularly within cis (4.5 min); anon on next round of mideast
peace talks in washington reviewing positions being maintained by two
sides, pointing out intl efforts to assist toward settlement, and
stressing good will by parties is essential (3 min); anon review latest
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developments in Russian political affairs incl replies to listeners’ questions on aftermath of USSR dissolution, progress of various activities in cultural, medical, scientific, and other sectors (27 min). (43 min overall, incl music: Greek 1900)

5 “problems, events, figures”: intvw with Russian vice premier on meeting of CIS (6 min); anon on econ relations, business info between Europe and Asia (6 min); visit to museums displaying fine arts in Moscow (4 min). (Kor 0800)

6 “listeners club”. (Rpt Hind 011100, item 7 on 1 Apr list) (Urdu 1000)

7 “businessmen’s club”: advice for those who want to trade with former USSR. (20 min: Polish 1500)

8 “business club”: program for businessmen with latest business news from Russia and around world; roundup report on business news; union of private entrepreneurs seeking partners; congress of businessmen in Moscow; assn (Salut) opened to international contacts; new stock market. (19 min overall: French inter 011700)

9 ANATOLY ALADINSKIY report on George Bush press conference in White House pegged to new program of aid to Russia and other former Soviet republics. (500 text sent: Tasse 1839)

10 UNITED STATES

11 SERGEY SAYENKO report on 10th anniv Falklands War, noting both sides remember their dead, noting relations have since normalized and attitudes are changing, quoting Menem that war was a mistake, pointing out islanders are happy as presence of British military has brought luxuries of modern life, also there are no concerns in London as a powerful naval NATO outpost in South Atlantic has been set up this, despite a general improvement in int’l political climate, is evidently an important factor for NATO. (3 min: Eng inter 1710)

12 YURIY GROMOV acknowledging letters from Brazilian listeners. (4 min: Portbraz 2200)

13 YEVGENY KRISHKIN on Bush’s announced aid package to CIS, giving details and quoting U.S. officials to effect that unless such aid is given, world could be plunged into a situation worse than cold war as aid is necessary for success of current reforms, stressing that aid is not only for benefit of CIS but also in interests of West. (5-3 min: Enginter 1110 1410 Tassr 1430; brief: TV 1700)

14 VIKTOR KUZMIN, upon return from Cuba, referring to Cuban oil and gas production and great care this industry takes in preserving environment, citing interview with Cuban oil worker on measures taken not to pollute environment, center for training of oil workers. (8 min, poor: Span 2000)

15 VALENTIN GORKAYEV on Noriega trial, noting that jury is still to give its verdict, outlining unusual and sensational aspects of case, stressing
that not least among them is fact that no documentary evidence has been produced for drug dealing charges and that noriega claims he was acting under supervision of u.s. intelligence services, maintaining if trial can help put an end to drug dealing activities it will have served a useful purpose. (3 min: enginter 1410 1710 burm 1300; poor: arabic 1300)

21 17 valentin mashkim on new group that appeared in nicaragua, re former guerrilla and military men who, now that war is over, are jobless. (3 min: spanla 2200 portbraz 2200)

22 18 rene n. diaz, director of caribe inforpress report from miami on letter submitted to venezuelan president andres perez by reps of various sectors demanding change of attitude regarding cuba. (3 min: spanla 2200)

23 WEST EUROPE

24 19 account 2 apr remarks by gen. grachev, russian presidential military advisor, to u.s. defense sec dick cheney in brussels during meeting of military leaders of nato, eastern europe and cis, on how russia intends to have much smaller army than it had in past. (brief: enginter 1100 1200 1300 1400 arabic 1300)

25 20 vadim solovyev on brussels meeting of defense ministers on military issues affecting nato and former warsaw pact, citing final statement on results of meeting, briefly quoting pavel grachev on russian army reduction and consequent problems of redeployment leading to tensions at home. (5-3 min: enginter 1110 1410 1710 2010 2310 spanla 2200 portbraz 2200 2300 spanish 2000 portuguese 2000 arabic 1300 turkish 1400 polish 1500 mand 0900 1100 1200)

26 21 itar-tass diplomatic corrs aleksandr krolikov/sergey ryabikin on results of 2 apr meeting between burbulis and austrian federal chancellor vranitzky, detailing numerous agreements signed, briefly quoting burbulis to journalists following signing ceremony. (350 text sent: tasse 1722 tassr 1335; brief: tv 1100)

27 22 itar-tass corr gennady talalayev on 2 apr moscow meeting between boris yeltsin and austrian chancellor vranitzky, noting agreements signed, incl intvw with vranitzky on results of talks. (300 text sent: tasse 1452 tassr 1606)

28 AFRICA

29 23 "africa as we see it": aleksandr mikhaylov on situation in ethiopia, re clashes between army units and participants in unauthorized demonstrations, noting difficulties confronting upcoming local elections (5 min); vladimir valentinov on most devastating drought in africa for 50 years, citing examples of ways in which drought has already had an impact in some african countries (5 min); (ilya zakatov) on world automobile race in kenya (3 min); sergey nagayev intvw with (paolo silva) from cape verde, on new publication of moscow assn of foreign students, detailing sort of material which will be published and its aims (6 min). (engafr 1530)

30 24 aleksandr fedorov on congress of south african trade union's recent economic conf, noting organization reaffirmed its gaol of democratic socialist society, describing its stance in opposition to businessmen who preach the free market. (5 min: afrikaans 1700)

31 25 yuriy solton on un resolution on sanctions against libya. (rpt enginter 011110, item 27 on 1 apr list) (enginter 012310 hind 1100)

32 MIDEAST

33 26 mikhailov on unsc resolution on punitive sanctions against libya, expected to be implemented on apr 15 if tripoli does not comply with
resolutions re lockerbie incident, citing qadhafi remarks during intvw with italian paper 'europa' threatening to stop exporting libyan oil to western markets. (5 min: arabic 1500)
35 27 anon on world reaction to unsc decision to sanction libya for not handing over intl terrorists. (3 min: spanla 2200)
36 28 aleksey zlutorunskiy on mideast negotiations, recalling latest attempts at putting last touches to future scheduled rounds, noting agreements of arab delegations meeting in beirut to pursue process with israel. (4 min: frenchinter 011700)
37 29 aleksandr pogodin on arab states declared readiness to take part in next round of bilateral negotiations with israel, scheduled to resume in washington on 27 apr, says announcement has removed some uncertainty re israeli elections in june, assessing sides' positions and intl developments aimed at securing lasting peace in region. (3 min: enginter 1110 1410 1710 2010 2310 spanish 2000 portuguese 2000 arabic 1300 turkish 1400 korean 1200)
38 30 oleg grechkov on next round of mideast peace talks scheduled to resume in may, assessing various changes in negotiation procedure. (5 min, sent: arabic 011500)
39 SOUTH ASIA
40 31 aleksey kondratyev on un special envoy continuing shuttle diplomacy on afghanistan, while citing growing support for benon sevon’s diplomacy to end afghan bloodshed. (rpt urdu 021000, item 32 on 2 apr list) (hind 1100 urdu 1000)
41 32 report on moscow news conference by afghan ambassador dawud razmyar, stating that afghan leadership, especially najibullah, favor political solution of afghanistan problem. (rpt spanla 022200, item 33 on 2 apr list) (korean 0800)
42 33 nikolay paklin delhi dispatch on izvestiya article devoted to trade problems between cis and india, such as lack of trade agreement and renewal of old contracts. (3 min: hind 1100 urdu 1000)
43 CHINA
44 34 itar-tass diplomatic corr vasiliy titov interview with russia’s new ambassador to china igor rogachev, stressing his belief that good example of successful joint action by two countries is provided by intensive development of links between russia-far east and border regions of china. (420 text sent: tassr 1555)
45 35 anon beijing dispatch on local chinese regions where eminent chinese leaders were born. (6 min: korean 0800)
46 36 anon on opening of road between china and vietnam. (4 min: korean 1200)
47 37 "current events, commentaries": interview with new russian envoy to china, pledging efforts to promote russian-prc ties and also discussing disarmament issues. (5 min: mand 0900)
48 38 "wang xiao half hour": anon on russian federation treaty; anon on forthcoming session of russian congress of people’s deputies; last in series on dadyants speech re russian foreign policy; review of ties between eastern-western countries, stressing belief that yeltsin’s forthcoming visit to prc will strengthen ties and cooperation; interview with chairman of russian chapter of intl nuclear disarmament movement; anon on world echo article re former prc minister wang meng. (30 min: mand 1000)
49 ASIAN COMMUNIST
39 anon on recent SNC meeting to discuss political and security situation in Cambodia. (4 min: viet 1300)

40 Leonid Krichevskiy on international ministerial level conference on providing assistance to Cambodia, which is scheduled to take place in Japan on 22-23 Jun. (5-4 min: indo 1200 burm 1300 thai 1200 camb 1100 viet 1100)

ASIA/PACIFIC

41 "Focus on Asia and Pacific": Summary Izvestiya corr Yuriy Kovalenko interview with Nikolay Vorontsov, discussing his participation in Greenpeace protest at Mururoa Atoll (3.5 min); Aleksey Kondratyev on efforts by UN special envoy to solve Afghanistan conflict, noting that positive results are already visible, however irreconcilables are giving impression that they want to undermine talks (3 min); Summary Sergey Agofonov Izvestiya on territorial problems between Russia and Japan (5 min). (Enginter 0810)

42 "Focus on Asia": Interview with Russian scholar of Asian affairs, discussing Russian foreign policy on Asia, noting importance attached to Asia by Russia and its aspirations for stability in Korea (9 min); Anon on forthcoming Tokyo international meeting on rehabilitation of Cambodia (5 min). (Korean 1000)

43 Summary Izvestiya on decision by French authorities to release environmental ship Rainbow Warrior II at Mururoa Atoll. (3 min: Indo 1200)

44 Summary Izvestiya Tokyo corr entitled "Japan's Scenario", citing Watanabe's remarks during recent speech on Northern Territories issue. (6 min: Jap 011300)

45 "Various aspects of cooperation": Anon Vladivostok dispatch on agreement between Vladivostok and Rok's Masan University for cooperation on Language Studies (3 min); Anon on joint venture project in production of video tapes between Rok's Daweo and Odetron company (8 min); Anon Vladivostok dispatch on foreign missionaries activities (4 min). (Korean 1200)

EAST EUROPE

46 Anon diplomatic corr on Russian-Czech summit in Moscow. (Rpt Enginter 011810, item 51 on 1 Apr list) (3 min: Enginter 012310 Korean 0800)

47 Grammatchikov on Yeltsin-Havel talks in Moscow. (3 min: Polish 1500)

48 Reports on 1 Apr Yeltsin-Havel talks in Kremlin. (C/R TASS 011055, item 46 on 1 Apr list) (Brief: Enginter 0700 0800 0900 Urdu 1000 Burm 1200 Camb 1100 Korean 0800)

49 Reports on Yeltsin remarks at 1 Apr Moscow Press conf on results of his talks with visiting Czech President Havel. (C/R TASS 011251, item 53 on 1 Apr list) (Brief: Mind 0800 0900)

50 Report on Moscow News conf by Czech President Vaclav Havel, on results of his Kremlin talks with Yeltsin. (C/R TASS 012200, item 53 on 1 Apr list) (5 min: Czech/Slovak 011700)

51 Itar-Tass corr Dmitriy Dyakov Bucharest dispatch on Romanian-Ukrainian coop agreements signed during Romanian visit by Ukrainian delegation led by Ivan Plyushch, Chmn Ukrainian Supsov, briefly quoting Plyushch address to Romanian parliament, also incl brief intvw with Plyushch on relations between two countries. (350 text sent: TASS 1844)

52 Colonels (Vladimir Smirnov) and (Hector Alsmiv) on current problems
facing Russian armed forces. (9 min: spanla 0030)

68 SCIENCE
69 53 "in the world of science and technology": roundup latest news in fields of sci-tech, incl new academy of engineering being set up, latest use of laser in surgery, energy system in Alaska grouping Russia, USA and Canada. (14 min: frenchinter 011700)

70 GEORGIA
71 54 Sakinform corr Yury Goldman/Galina Chikovani/Itar-Tass corr Georgiy Shmelev Tbilisi dispatch on 1 Mar joint press conf by Shevardnadze and Andrey Kozyrev, on results of their talks, relations between Russia and Georgia. (350 text sent: TASSR 1710 TASS 1745; brief: enginter 2100 2200)

72 RUSSIA
73 55 Summary Nezavisimaya gazeta intvw with Andrey Kozyrev, Russian foreign minister, on aspects of Russian foreign policy. (c/r TASS 010909, item 67 on 1 Apr list) (4-3 min: enginter 012310 hind 1100 burm 1300 thai 1200 camb 1100)
74 TB030414393TAKE4
75 56 Intvw with deputy Russian foreign minister (Pyotr Shekov Koveyayev) defending viability of CIS, re negative predictions about CIS future. (4 min: burm 1300 thai 1200)
76 57 Vladislav Flyarkovskiy on protests by Aleksandr Rutskoy, Russian vice-president, over misinterpretation of part of his intvw with Australian financial review, briefly recalling his intvw to paper. (1.5 min, sent: RTV 1900)
77 58 Account YeltsinPresidential decree dismissing Yegor Gaydar as Russian finance minister. (brief, sent: Mayak 1500 home 1500 TV 1700)
78 59 Account remarks by dep premier Yegor Gaydar, currently on visit to Volga region, on how govt is not going to impose further economic burdens on people. (brief: RTV 1900 spanla 0030)
79 60 Account Yeltsin remarks at 1 Apr ceremony for Signing Russian Federation treaty. (c/r Camb 011100, item 73 on 1 Apr list) (1.5 min: JAP 010900)
80 61 Account Khasbulatov remarks at 1 Apr supsov session praising Yeltsin's role in concluding federative treaty. (c/r TASS 010906, item 71 on 1 Apr list) (brief: Frenchinter 011700 Czech/Slovak 011700 JAP 011300)
81 62 Vitaliy Gurov on Signing of new Russian Federation treaty, noting Chechen and Tatarstan did not sign treaty, says treaty will become integral part of new Russian constitution. (4 min: hind 1100 urdu 1000 viet 1100)
82 63 Roundup positive comments made re federative treaty. (rpt enginter 011110, item 74 on 1 Apr list) (enginter 012310)
83 64 Report on meeting of Russian federative people's congress, noting discussions on important issues on state system and economic reform. (5 min: korean 0800)
84 65 Tsyanovka video report on 2 Apr Russian supsov session, describing debates on relations between parliament and govt, economic reform prior to congress of people's deputies, briefly quoting Khasbulatov address to session. (4 min, incl 2 min Khasbulatov, send: TV 0800; 3 min, send: TV 1400 1700; 1 min: TV 1100)
85 66 Reports on Khasbulatov address to 2 Apr Russian supsov session, criticizing developments in economic reforms, need for changes to prevent social outbreak, expressing supsov's support for draft constitution. (40
67 reports on news conf by russian president yeltsin previewing forthcoming congress of people’s delegates, says both critics and supporters of govt policies will have useful contribution to make at congress. (3 min: afrikaans 1700 arabic 1500)

68 "our expert opinion": phone-in program charied by georgiy dolgov, with participation of parliamentary speakers abdulatipov and ryabov, answering listeners questions aspects of upcoming congress of people’s deputies. (50 min, sent: rtv 1505)

69 parliamentary corr olge vasilenko on 2 apr russian supsov session, citing opening address by khasbulatov on parliament’s opposition to current economic reforms, incl intvw with (aleksandr pochinok), chmn commission for budget, planning, taxes and prices. (6 min, sent: mayak 1030)

70 itar-tass corr lyudmila aleksandrova on problems facing draft new russian constitution, incl intvw with sergey shakhray, state counsellor of russian federation, briefly quoting khasbulatov. (340 text sent: tasse 0958)

71 anon on news conf by oleg rumyantsev, sec of russian supsov commission in charge of drafting russian constitution, citing various proposals being studied re draft constitution, says yeltsin believes russia should have presidential system. (4-3 min: enginter 2010 2310 spanla 2300 portbraz 2300)

72 report on tv intwv with russian dep prime minister burbulis on upcoming congress of people’s deputies session. (4 min: dari 1400)

73 anon on congress of popular deputies to be held 6 apr in moscow to discuss russian draft constitution, proposals, implementation. (9-3 min: enginter 1110 1410 spanla 2300 turkish 1400 polish 1500 hungarian 1900 hindi 1100 urdu 1000 indo 1200 korean 1000 viet 1300 mand 0400 0900 1100)

74 summary rossiiskaya gazeta on results of opinion poll carried out among participants of congress of people’s deputies of siberia, indicating support for yeltsin’s reforms, also minimal support for new draft constitution. (300 text sent: tasse 0958)

75 itar-tass corr sharip asuyev groznyy dispatch on 2 apr press briefing by dzhokhar dudayev, on situation in chechen republic, describing recent events, alleging russian reactionary circles participated in groznyy tragedy. (300 text sent: tassr 1923)

76 anon gorznyy dispatch on latest developments in chechen. (rpt enginter 011410, item 92 on 1 apr list) (enginter 012310)

77 itar-tass corr andrey naryshkin intwv with lt.gen. valeriy manilov, head information directorate of cis united armed forces, denying reports that cis military units stationed in chechnya are passing over to republic jurisdiction. (200 text: tassr 1250)

78 itar-tass corr konstantin voyskekhovich intwv with igor kongov, chief of customs and tarrifs administration of state customs cmtee, on how export duties have created prerequisites for bringing prices for russian raw materials closer to world levels. (350 text sent: tassr 0622 tasse 0655)
99 79 itar-tass corr viktor petrenko on data released by russian state
statistics cmtee which indicate that russia’s population will soon begin
to decrease sharply, quoting yevgeny krasinets, chief social demography
laboratory of russian institute for socio-economic problems. (340 text
sent: tasse 0954)

100 80 anon on mystery of russian white whale discovered on coast of sinop.
(4 min: turkish 1400)

101 81 program on literature and arts: on works, life of russian writer (koleg
vasilevich molkov), who was imprisoned during stalin era. (20 min: korean
1000)

102 82 "on moscow’s wavelength": on main issues of russian cpd; on new russian
constitution; on catholic center in moscow. (hungarian 1900)

103 LIFE IN CIS

104 83 "new wave": aleksandr (umeltsev) intvw with kyrgyz president askar
akayev on results of recent kiev meeting of heads of states of cis and
future of commonwealth. (9.5 min, sent: home 0800)

105 84 russian foreign ministry official on prospect of cis with reference to
recent cis parliamentary summit. (4.5 min: mand 0400)

106 85 yuriy solton on kozyrev’s tour of some cis countries, citing kozyrev
remarks to reports that 80 percent of his working time is given to cis
affairs, pointing to number of problems among former ussr countries,
noting various cis meetings and summits, pointing out as legal successor
of ussr, russia occupies a special place, citing problems to be resolved,
incl debt repayment, nuclear armements treaties, stressing also tour
should contribute towards resolving ethnic and regional conflicts. (3.5
min: enginter 1110 1410 portbraz 2200 2300 spanish 2000 portuguese 2000
afrikaans 1700 hungarian 1900 kor 1200)

107 86 intvw with gen. (patrikayev), commander-of-cacausus-military-region,
on recent changes in country, future of armed forces in this region,
relations between new republics and political atmosphere in region.
(arabic 1500)

108 87 tass corr yerevan dispatch on meeting between armenian president levon
ter-petrosyan and jiri dienstbier, chmn csce cncl of foreign ministers,
with gist remarks exchanged on nkao issue. (200 text sent: tassr 1721)

109 88 stmt by azerbaijani defense minister ragim kaziyev warning that azerbi
armed forces will repulse enemies "if they come to our land with fire and
sword". (100 text sent: tassr 0610)

110 89 valeriy demidetskiy kishinev dispatch on moldovan president mircha
snegur calling on soldiers of 14th army in dnestr region, who have
transferred to russian jurisdiction, to show restraint and prudence and
not become hostages to policies of separatists. (200 text sent: tassr
1605 tasse 1601)

111 90 kharkov video update on dnestr situation noting moldovan special
troops concentrated around bendery; fighting between police and dnestr
troops; 14th army says it demands immediate end to fighting or they will
go on battle alert; kravchuk stmt that he will be forced to take decisive
steps to protect his ppl and troops. (one min: tv 1100)

112 91 valeriy demidetskiy kishinev report on moldovan president mircea snegur
appeal to heads of cis states and c-in-c cis forces shaposhnikov to ensure
army’s non-intervention in pridnestrovye conflict. (100 text sent: tassr
1832; brief: enginter 2100 2200)

113 TB0304143592TAK6

114 92 report on yeltsin decreeing 14th army under russian jurisdiction, and
UNCLASSIFIED

snegur denying radio liberty report of moldovan protests against this, mentioning snegur phone conversation with ukrainian and romanian presidents. (1.5 min: tv tv 1700)

115 93 viktor gurov on steps being taken to resolve conflict in moldova and two-day meeting on this which has just ended in kishinev, reviewing proceedings and decisions and background to conflict, outlining issues involved, stressing need for a political settlement to armed conflict. (3 min: engineer 1110 jportbraz 2200 2300 portuguese 2000 spanish 2000 arabic 1300 turkish 1400 polish 1500 hind 1100 urdu 1000 viet 1100)

116 94 dmitriy voskobionikov london dispatch summarizing the times intvw with ukrainian president leonid kravchuk, stating that west could destroy soviet nuclear arms located on territory of ukrainian republic. (250 text sent: tasse 0704; brief: enginter 0700 0800 0900 hind 1100 urdu 1000 camb 1100 mand 0900)

117 95 vladimir sokolov on ukraine preparing for changes in economic policy in line with report submitted to parliament by ukrainian president leonid kravchuk. (5 min: home 1500)

118 96 "in world of culture": quiz about moscow; report on new cine-video center in moscow; report on competition for ballet dancers in moscow. (14 min: portuguese 2000)

119 97 "talk of today": gurov on signing of russian federation treaty (5 min); report on coming session of russian congress of ppl’s deputies (4.5 min); sttn report on promulgation of stonia law on citizenship (5 min); report on dispute over ownership of museum in st. petersburg (4 min). (18.5 min overall: mand 1000)

120 98 "good evening, china": gurov on mtg on dniestr issue; report on cultural relics near moscow; report on moscow's plans to improve hotel business—report on econ weekly article on ufo’s. (38.5 min, incl music: mand 1200)

121 99 "mirror". (rpt czech/slovak 311700, item 111 on 1 apr list) (czech/slovak 011700)

122 100 misc internal cis items: 25: cis 5 latam 4 mideast 2 asc 3 asnc 11

123 UNPRO: rtv 1000 1600

124 POOR: arabic 1300 (endall) 2 Apr 92

125 TB0304143692TAKEB7